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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

It is a good original research about the establishment and assess of an experimental porcine model of 

fistula-in-ano in large animal model. They demonstrate that the surgical method using rubber 

ligation to establish complex fistula in ano was stable and reliable. This method was better than the 

artificial damage process. Large animal models of complex anal fistula can be further used for the 

diagnosis and treatment of anal fistula fields.  However there are some issues and recommendations: 

It is necessary include a conclusion to the end of the discussion. The reference 14 is not correct. 

Should be corrected. Given that there is few papers about experimental porcine model of 

fistula-in-ano. The paper (Int Surg. 2013 Apr-Jun;98(2): 122-8) should be included and discussed in 

the text.
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a study evaluating the usefulness of a rubber band ligation method for establishing porcine 

experimental anal fistula. Animal model is important for pre-clinical studies in the field of diagnosis 

and treatment of anal fistulas. Therefore, the result of this study is meaningful. However, the 

manuscript has some problems for authors to address as follows.  1.Could the anal fistulas 

established with a rubber band ligation method simulate the clinical anal fistula in pathophysiology? 

How about anal fistula caused by Crohn disease? 2.Does diameter size of rubber band affect the 

success rate of modeling?  3.Different evaluation methods (MRI, histopathology) were employed at 

different time points to assess the confirmation of fistula. What is the meaning of the measurement?  

4.In “perioperative management” section, “Thirty days after surgery, the two groups of animals 

received clinical magnetic resonance imaging and histopathological evaluation”, which is 

inconsistent with the expression in “postoperative intervention” section. All animals received MRI on 

38th day and were performed pathological examination on 48th day after surgery or both on 30th day? 

5.In “surgical intervention” section, the subheadings in part 1 and part 2 are the same. 6.The author 

should not integrate the figure 1-3. Essential figure legend should be included Corresponding to each 
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